How To Choose LV Capacitors
Following Your Operating Conditions

The operating conditions are very important to the capacitors and can strongly
influence the life expectancy. This is why, different categories of capacitors, with
different levels of resistance, must be chosen according to operating conditions.
Capacitors must be selected in function of:

maximum sustained over voltage,

Harmonics And Capacitors
Capacitors are strongly sensitive to harmonics and particularly to harmonics
distribution system. The presence of harmonics in electrical systems means that
current and voltage are distorted and deviate from sinusoidal waveforms.
This phenomenon is particularly dangerous for capacitors since their impedance
capacitor overload and shortening steadily the life.
In some situations, resonance effect can occur as a result of amplification of
harmonic currents and a very high voltage distortion.

NON-LINEAR Loads
Considering what has been said before it is always necessary to keep in mind
especially Power Factor Correction one.
generating harmonic currents.
the supply transformer rating.

NLL = Total Power of Non Linear Loads
Instaled Transformer Rating

Example Of Calculations Of NON-LINEAR Loads

NLL= ( 115 / 500 ) x 100 = 23%
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Gruppo Energia Capacitors Family
INTACT BASE
NLL< 10%
INTACT PLUS (Heavy Duty)
loads are installed.
Particularity – largely increased current resistance.
NLL< 20%
INTACT AllPOWER (Extra Heavy Duty)
resistant to high temperatures.
NLL< 25%
INTACT R-POWER
reactor. This is the optimal solution for reactive power compensation in networ
reactors is mandatory.
NLL< 30%

Capacitors Selection Taking In Mind Level Of Harmonics
LL is a very important indica
tor of magnitude of harmonics but a more detailed estimation of the magnitude
of harmonics can be made with measurements.
Significant indicators are current harmonic distortion THDi and voltage harmo

technologies of capacitors shall be selected.
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Note:
The capacitor type should be selected according to the most restrictive
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Capacitor Selection Table
Capacitor Family

Type

Applications

Max. Conditions
LL< 10%

LL< 20%

LL< 25%

LL< 30%

Advise For You:
It is highly recommended to do harmonic study and detailed load study before selecting the capacitor family.

Construction Diagram
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